


In Speed I help you unlock the keys to your full potential, guiding you on a
transformative journey to embrace a heroic life.

Are you ready to discover your super qualities, conquer challenges, and become the
hero of your own epic story?

In this guide, I'll give you tools to access the past parts of you and reinvent your story.
We’ll draw from powerful archetypes, role models, epic stories, fun and powerful
decision making tools as you get help designing your super self avatar.

You’ll also get to give your daily frustrations and challenges a face as we also design
your comic book style nemesis for you to slay. Use this as a powerful emotional and
visual tool to move past challenges and setbacks. In the end you’’ have a clearer vision
of your legacy.

CURRICULUM

Unleash Your Potential Quotes

Actionable Steps for Your Journey of Transformation

Myth Truth And Cure

How Do We Schedule Transformation?

Archetypes, Mythology, Role-Playing

Is It Time To Tap Into Your Own Superhuman Potential?

Crafting Your Mythology Origin Story

Superhero Daily Journal

Living An Ideal Day As An Original Superhero

Your Legacy

Unleash Your Inner Superhero and Conquer Your Antagonist

Unlocking the Power of Your Inner Counsel: A Guide to Visualization Technology

Connecting with Your Inner Counsel: A Guided Meditation

Recognizing The Wisdom Of Nature To Help See Your Own Special Abilities
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RESOURCES

Daily Exercises

Daily Journal

Gratitude List

Meet Your Instructor

Join Free Interactive Online Group

Product List

Consultation

Student Q&A

Additions

Additional Tips Opportunity:

Remember that Speed is a way to honor and more fully support your journey. The tools
used here can turn you into a super, inspiring force in your work and in the community.

Final words: Now it's time to put these insights and tips into action! Pick one or two tools
to focus on your heroic story that resonates with you.

Throughout the ages people have told stories about themselves and others. Now you
can more consciously stay focused on the stories that empower you and keep your
focus on what you love.

Products
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